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About This Game

~ An International Affair ~

As a college student from New York, you have decided to broaden your horizons by spending a semester overseas in England.
You will be living and working in a student hostel with other young people from around the world. Will you find a new purpose
in life, or end up betrayed and heartbroken? Your choices determine the course of the plot in this romantic comedy visual novel.
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Features:

 Choice of male or female protagonist (renamable)

 Eight possible love interests to pursue
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 Date same-sex or opposite-sex characters as you prefer

 Romances have different outcomes based on your decisions

We look forward to welcoming you in London!
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Title: England Exchange
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Hanabira
Publisher:
Hanako Games
Release Date: 5 May, 2017
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One of the options to date is incredibly sexist and the game tries to play it off as "oh he's just caring" and it's highly annoying.
Most of the game is clicking through random scenes with any of the characters, it takes forever before you actually get to "date"
one of them and when you do, you still have those random scenes with other characters. So little of the game is spent on the
character you choose that when you get to the sex scene it feels sudden. The scene with Mark in particular is awkward, you and
him exchange "well" and stare at each other before your character says "Do you want to have sex with me?" and he says "Yeah
sure." The story's weak so definitely not worth the full price but probably not even worth a sale price because there are better
games for much less. I much preferred Cinderella Phenomenon (free!) or Let's Not Stay Friends. It seems like a crappier rip-off
of Roommates.. I was fairly disappointed by this game. I was expecting more of a RPG element in the game, especially since
when you're being introduced the character, "Danny" literally tells you that it's up to you whether you're going to go partying,
study, work, etc. That turns out not to be the case, as you instead basically go through and decide who you want to ge together
with in arbirtrary interactions throughout the entire semester. I lost interest fairly early, and have to say I'm disappointed.. the
game had a ight buildup . but the ending..... i will mark the spoilers (even though theres not much to spoil ) so i did the peggy
path cause she was cute af it was all good  untiil she talked trash bout me after i was framed for robbery but thats not the worst
part  after that it took her a week to be chill with me again and then i go back to newyork the next part is crazy  when i get to
new york it skips 6 years later in the future and me and peggy were togther going somewhere it really pisses me off how its such
a big gap  also my i was never redemmed they all think im a robber it has big boy plot holes not only with that so i was very
dissapointed with the ending i feel like i really waisted my time im not sure if its possible to get another path with peg or not
because shes like the only one i like kate is really STUPID . the indian chick is a jerk but she low key bad also i was very heated
when i was accused of that crime i mentioned early i really wanted my dude to go back to new york .  but when he did i was sad
i really wished things could have played out better . big waste of time so far . i might try a diffrent path i guess but peggy is best
girl . 2\/5 stars

. I really liked this game. The first route I played was so so sweet and the guy dropped on one knee and proposed and everything.
Game has some 'sexy' scenes but mostly to spice things up, no porn; mostly a cute romance story with good endings that give
you warm fuzzy feelings.

I felt the characters were very well done, some are very likeable, some I just wanted to punch in the face (which I think was the
intended reaction). I think this game would have benefitted a lot from voice acting, seeing how some are American, most British
and so on.. So the premise of the game is that you are an American exchange student doing a semester abroad in England. You
have decided to do this because you have this urge to try new things. Perhaps including romance. You can choose to be male or
female, and can customize your name, too.

The choices in the game will determine your romance options (if any) and whether the trip will end happily or not. The good
endings will end with either the appearance of an engagement (at least a couple are actual engagements)... or maybe getting
married (one prospect's good ending). Of the eight potential romantic partners, one only likes guys, one only likes girls, and the
other six don't care what you are... well, except nice in most cases.

I will note that two of the love interests do NOT have good endings, because... well, they are not nice people.

There is a patch available to... show some naked sprites in some scenes (as well as the option to have the romantic interests
ALWAYS appear naked... or will really silly things covering their important bits).
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Would suggest getting this game on discount, though. While done well enough, there may not be enough material to cover $15...

As for personal preference... I think Peggy is the one I liked most. Partly because she has as little experience as your character...
(And yes it is pointed out several places that before a relationship in the game, you haven't progressed past a simple peck.). Fast
moving plot that often feels like i'm getting whiplash. The main cast are pretty annoying and or bastards, and the ones that you
do like will do something down the line to make you not like them anymore. There was one point in the game I just
felt♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off at everyone because their reactions were so childish and stupid, and I was even more annoyed at MC for
letting weeks go by without doing much about it. It didn't feel like a justifiable character development by making a character
unlikable to understand them more. It felt like the story wanted to have some conflict before the end but didn't know what to do
about it. Artificial feeling conflict. Romance is very minimal. It could have had potential, but I think just the sheer fast pace
movement of everything comes together and makes a pretty mediocre visual novel. I really think this game would have done
better with the story being dragged out a bit more, but I do understand this is a Hanabira game, so that probably wouldn't
happen. I guess the original writing material this games based(?) on needed some more work.. I love this game. It is so fun and
feels genuine; the art is the best yet from this studio, and it is the flirty fun I was looking for. The negative reviewers are a bunch
of whiners without a clue. I <3 this and recommend it highly.

Oh and the soundtrack is super good. I often swap in my own music for games, but I stuck with the soundtrack for this one.. My
main issue with this game is that the player often is forced to pick between choices no sane person would do, especially towards
the end
(spoiler incoming, obv)
during the Peggy route when she basically turns out to be a total ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ towards you and you still welcome her back like
"no big deal".. The Good:

-Diverse set of characters
-LGBT romance options

The Bad:

-Story is lacking and written quite poorly (and awful short)
-Choices don't vary much more than "Do you want to end up with this character or not?"
-Lack of much character customization and development
-Choosing to romance a different character doesn't do much plot wise and therefore the game isn't really worth replaying

The Conclusion:

The game is enjoyable enough to not go through the trouble of asking for a refund but not enjoyable enough to be worth $15..
The game isnt really bad at all, although i wish there were more choices and paths to interact with. Would be nice to have a
larger choice of playable characters to start off with and like mentioned the choices are far inbetween
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I gotta start with saying, I've never played a dating sim before, so I have no clue where this game sits within that genre.

Usually I play quite a lot of choose-your-own-adventure games and have also read quite a few such books and compare to those,
you really don't get to make many choices when it comes to "England Exchange".

You pretty much only got to choose which guy or gal you wanna date and how much you're willing to compromise to get
him/her to like you.
Why compromise you might ask? Well, some "storylines" with certain people require a lot of tolerance on your part to still end
up with that person in the end. Also, some characters are really stupidly written and do/say things that are way out of character
at a certain point.
Since I don't wanna spoil anything my advice, if I've made you curious now, is to either get the game (on sale) or watch a couple
of playthroughs and you know what I mean.

Point-by-point:
+ nice grapics
+ interesting backstories to most of the characters
- can't modify your characters appearance
- stupid (and so far unavoidable) plot twist during the last part
- some characters react really stupid to certain things
+ characters annoy you (plus, because its very much like real life)
~ can't "romance" everyone (neither plus, nor minus, just an fyi)
- not really many choices
+ good skipping option when replaying (only skip already shown replies/text and automatically stop for new one)
~ nudity patch (it's fun for a while, then it gets weird, so it's a good thing you can easily turn it on and off within the game)

tldr: It's entertaining for a while, but don't expect to really get to choose that much. If you wanna try it, get it during a sale.
14.99€ is overpriced, ~10€ seems fair, when you compare other games here on steam at the same price point.

. Yo, this game is straight up awful. The art is passable, the music is a really poor choice, and the writing is the worst. All the
characters suffer from how awful, inconsistent, choppy, and heavily cliched the writing is. It seems like they tried to make
characters with "real life flaws" like being horribly sexist! But, even if this was something to be tackled in a dating sim, which i
don't really think it is, they do it very poorly. Your character can speak out, but it's always weakly and it doesnt have any
satisfying impact. Everyone is unlikeable save for maybe two people. They handle the romances very poorly. Honestly i've only
played one route but I don't feel like i need to see any more because unless they did a complete 180 on their writing quality in
any of the others, its not worth it. The conflict they do introduce is handled incredibly poorly. There's barely any choice, none of
it feels meaningful, the relationships don't feel organic at all, which is honestly one of the most important parts of a game based
on relationships. It's bad. It's really really bad. It's frustratingly bad because I normally really enjoy Hanako games, but this one
was such a drop in quality. There are free games with better writing than this. Honestly, don't spend a dime, it's not worth it. Not
even on sale.

also tbh, the only reason my playtime is so high is because it couldnt keep my interest and i kept my window open while i did
other things. idiot move on my part because now i can't return it.. My fav is Danny. Well written with good characters.

Multiple endings for each route. Could use more art but I wasn't dissapointed at the end. Glad not everything always works out
perfectly and people with flaws don't magically change once they're in a happy relationship.

Only problem is it tries to make a couple characters that are absolute garbage human beings sympathetic.
Small complaint tho...and maybe some people actually will sympathize.. the game had a ight buildup . but the ending..... i will
mark the spoilers (even though theres not much to spoil ) so i did the peggy path cause she was cute af it was all good  untiil she
talked trash bout me after i was framed for robbery  but thats not the worst part  after that it took her a week to be chill with me
again and then i go back to newyork the next part is crazy   when i get to new york it skips 6 years later in the future and me and
peggy were togther going somewhere  it really pisses me off how its such a big gap  also my i was never redemmed they all think
im a robber it has big boy plot holes not only with that  so i was very dissapointed with the ending i feel like i really waisted my
time im not sure if its possible to get another path with peg or not because shes like the only one i like kate is really STUPID .
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the indian chick is a jerk but she low key bad also i was very heated when i was accused of that crime i mentioned early i really
wanted my dude to go back to new york .  but when he did i was sad  i really wished things could have played out better . big
waste of time so far . i might try a diffrent path i guess but peggy is best girl . 2/5 stars

. A bit cheesy at times, but the game is enjoyable enough. The art is very nicely drawn as well. Just a fun VN to play casually,
don't set your standards extremly high.. This is kinda awful, there is limited interaction options and the story that is protrayed is
rather boring, I tried to get into it, but its absoultely rubbish. Don't waste your money on this game!. This was one of the best
dating sims I've ever played.
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